Step II – The Background

So you have continued to read this tutorial. That means that you are by no means content with having just a few rows of hexes on which to push little army men around. You want a nice, eye-pleasing background, don’t you?

Don’t begin working on the background design straight away, though, as this is the moment in which you have to decide on the final measurements you want your board to have. Adding a row of medal counters on each side of the boars extends it to roughly 1 metre in depth. Given the availability of other materials we used and their respective measurements, we decided that our board would be exactly 1 metre square. That gives us some space to the left and right of the board for some nice background optics.

Let’s return to the medals first. We extended the ‘wooden’ layer that holds the hexes enough to be able to add two narrow layers (with a slightly different wooden texture) on which to place the medal-counters. 
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Fig. 3: The German medal-counter and the different wooden layers

We kept things traditional in choosing the Cross of Iron and the Medal of Honour as medals. But, as always, it’s up to you what you chose. After all, many armies were involved in World War II and all of them had medals. You might want to use the Victoria Cross instead of the Medal of Honour to have a Breakthrough board that can be used with the (hopefully) soon to be released British expansion. Or something entirely different like an imperial Roman Aquila for CC:A Breakthrough (or simply for the cool look).

If you don’t know where to find good images of military medals, try Google image search. For German medals, have a look at the Lexikon der Wehrmacht (www.lexikonderwehrmacht.de). Last but not least, rasmussen81 has a very fine user page with lots of interesting tidbits of World War II history. I distinctly remember seeing a wide range of medals from all of the mayor powers of WWII there.

If you have added the medal rows, you might once again be content with your board and ready to have it printed. If so, have fun playing Breakthrough. If you, however, decided that 1 metre square was your favourite measurement, you still have some space to fill up. As you can see, we went for the Call-of-Duty-loading-screen-look: 
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Fig. 4 & 5: some of the background details to the left and right of the actual board

Once again, wooden background and lots of military accessories to liven things up. Another Cross of Iron, some photos, ammunition, a Luger, a map. Once again, it’s up to you what you want to add here. Possibly, you want to take a totally different approach. Maybe you want a Breakthrough board that’s as near the official board as you can get. In that case, simply scan the most important terrain cards form the Air Pack and arrange them around the sides of the board.

Personally, however, I find it much more satisfying to have my very own personalized board. Especially photos can go a long way in reaching this goal. Allow me to demonstrate:
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Fig. 6: See what we did here?

We also added a photo of our granddad in Wehrmacht uniform, and I’m sure we could have done much more if we had thought harder and given more attention to detail. You just wouldn’t believe what can be done with old photos and some knowledge of digital photo editing. It’s stuff like this that really gives your board a truly unique feel.

So, search the internet, go visit your grandparents again and browse through your collection of military memorabilia. I guarantee you’ll find lots of stuff that can end up decorating your board.

Next: The ‘real’ work begins…

